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In Arabidopsis, various cell type-specific whole-genome expression analyses have been conducted. However, the
vast majority of thesewere performedwith cellular RNA from root tissues or other easily accessible cell types [1].
Nuclear RNAwas neglected for a long time as not being representative for transcriptomic studies. In recent years,
however, there have been reports describing the validity of nuclear RNA for these types of studies [2,3]. Here we
describe the generation, quality assessment and analysis of nuclear transcriptomic data from Arabidopsis embryos
published by Slane et al. (2014) [4]. Comparison of nuclear with cellular gene expression demonstrated the useful-
ness of nuclear transcriptomics.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Experimental design, materials and methods

Manual embryo dissection and isolation of GFP-labeled nuclei

For manual embryo dissection, Arabidopsis ovules were dissected
out of siliques and intact embryos at early globular stage (16 cells and
32 cells)were squeezed out of the ovules on amicroscopic slide by gently
applying pressure to a cover slip. Afterwards, released embryos were
manually collected by pipetting using 10 μl pipette tips rinsed with 1%
BSA (bovine serum albumin). Embryos were thoroughly washed twice
ayer).
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inwater to remove adhering particles from the endosperm andmaternal
seed tissue. During the course of embryo isolation and prior to RNA
extraction, embryos were stored in RNAlater (Qiagen). For isolation of
GFP-labeled nuclei prior to fluorescence-activated nuclear sorting
(FANS), approximately 100 young ovules containing embryos at earliest
embryonic stages (1 cell to 16 cells) were collected in 50 μl RNAlater.
Afterwards, 1.5 μl 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) solved in phosphate buff-
ered saline (PBS) was added to a final concentration of approximately
0.12% and the ovules were incubated for 5 min at room temperature.
The fixed tissue was thoroughly homogenized with a plastic pestle in a
1.5 ml tube and nuclear extraction was performed with slight modifica-
tions according to the crude preparation protocol using the CelLytic™
PN kit (Sigma-Aldrich). Since it was possible to completely homogenize
the tissue samples by grinding, no filtering step was applied prior
to the following centrifugation steps. The cell membrane lysis was
aided by incubation with Triton X-100 0.3% for 10 min. Importantly, tis-
sue pellets were dissolved as completely as possible before every centri-
fugation step by pipetting and thorough vortexing. The GFP-positive
nuclei were then separated from the total pool of isolated nuclei by
fluorescence-activated nuclear sorting (FANS) using a MoFlo Legacy
(BeckmanCoulter) FACS and collected in 150 μl freshly prepared Protein-
ase K buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.9), 50 mM EDTA (pH 7.9), 0.2 M
NaCl, 0.5% SDS, 0.5 mg/ml RNase inhibitor (Fermentas), 600 μg/ml
Proteinase K) [5].

RNA extraction, quality control and RNA amplification

RNA from manually collected embryos was extracted with the
RNeasyMicro Kit (QIAGEN). The Proteinase K buffer containing isolated
nuclei was incubated at 55 °C for 10–15 min with intense shaking. All
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following steps were performed at 4 °C and centrifugation steps were
carried out at 14,000 g. RNase-free water to 600 μl and an equal volume
of phenol (pH 4.2) was added, thoroughly mixed and spun for 10 min.
The aqueous phase was transferred to a new tube and an equal volume
of phenol:chloroform (1:1) was added. After thorough mixing and
centrifugation for 10 min the aqueous phase was transferred to a new
tube and an equal volume of pre-cooled isopropanol and 20 μg glycogen
was added. The sample was then precipitated for at least 30 min at
−20 °C and spun for 30–45 min. The pellet was subsequently washed
with 600 μl pre-cooled 70% ethanol and another centrifugation step
followed for 10 min. The pellet was air-dried and dissolved in RNase-
free water. DNase I treatment was mainly performed on-column ac-
cording to the kit protocol (QIAGEN). Prior to quality control and ampli-
fication, the RNA was concentrated with a vacuum cooling centrifuge.
Further, the quality of the extracted nuclear and cellular RNA was
assessed on a RNA pico chip with a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent technolo-
gies) (Fig. 1). To increase the similarity between nuclear and cellular
transcriptomes, we ensured that only nuclear poly-adenylated mRNAs
ready for export to the cytoplasm were profiled by using a polyT
primer-based linear RNA amplification kit (RiboAmp HS PLUS RNA
Amplification Kit, Arcturus). Starting from an average of 2 ng total
nuclear RNA per biological replicate, after 1.5 rounds of amplifica-
tion (total RNA → cDNA → amplified RNA → cDNA) the amplified
cDNA was further amplified and concomitantly labeled with biotin
by another round of reverse transcription (BioArray Single-round
RNA amplification and biotin labeling system, ENZO Life Sciences).
Also for the cellular RNA from dissected embryos, 1.5 rounds of RNA
amplification were employed in a similar fashion.
A

B

Fig. 1. Quality analysis of extracted RNA. Electropherogram
Microarray expression data analysis and comparison

For expression analysis, GeneChip® Arabidopsis ATH1 Genome
Arrays (Affymetrix) were used. RNA fragmentation and hybridiza-
tion to the microarray, washing and staining steps as well as array
scanning were performed according to the Affymetrix standard pro-
tocol. Microarray data analysis and normalization of raw values was
carried out with different packages implemented in ‘R’ (v2.14.2;
http://www.r-project.org/). Log2-based transformation of values
from CEL files was achieved using ‘gcRMA’ (v2.26.0) [6]. Means of
gcRMA transformed values for three microarray replicates for em-
bryonic nuclear (nEMB) and cellular (cEMB) RNA were compared
using CLC Main Workbench version 7.6. As revealed by the correla-
tion scatter plot, there is a high correlation between the expression
data obtained from nuclear and cellular embryonic transcriptomes,
indicating that nuclear poly-adenylated transcripts can be used as a
reliable proxy to determine cellular mRNA abundance (Fig. 2). Sub-
sequently, we used this technique to obtain cell type-specific tran-
scriptome data from pro-embryo and suspensor cells, two
inaccessible yet distinct tissue types [4].

Discussion

In Arabidopsis, most cell type-specific whole genome expression
studies are performed with cellular mRNA [1]. However, for difficult-
to-access tissue utilizing nuclear RNA can be advantageous [2,3].We de-
scribe here in detail the generation of gene-expression data from nucle-
ar RNAaswell as cellular total RNAof Arabidopsis early embryos. Aswas
and gel picture for nuclear (A) and cellular (B) RNA.

http://www.r-project.org/


r = 0,97

Fig. 2. Correlation analysis of nuclear and cellular expression values. Correlation scatter plot comparingmeans of log2-transformed expression estimates based on three biological replicates
each. Additionally, R value is indicated.
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shown in the aforementioned publication by Slane et al., there is high
correlation between the poly-adenylated RNA populations of nuclei
and whole cells. This demonstrates that nuclear RNA can be reliably
used for transcriptome analyses of specific cell-types, especially in tis-
sues, which are not easily accessible otherwise. Furthermore, this tech-
nique could also be used for DNA isolation and should in principle
enable the analysis of tissue-specific chromatin modifications.
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